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A new era
in marinas

Marina Miraggio is one of the most technologically advanced sea developments in

Greece because of its overall architecture, positioning and modern engineering
methods used for its design and construction, even at the primary stages of the studies
with the participation of Aristotle University.
Our main considerations were, the minimum impact on sea flora and fauna as well as
on the surrounding area, along with the maximum physical water circulation in order to
keep the marina water clean and avoid bacteria development that impacts yachts’ hull.
That’s why the marina has an open Π shape, with a long list of structural innovations,
one of those the longest quay of this (bridge) type in Greece (Length 110 meters).

The Facilities
Facilities of the marina include:
• 81 berths for up to 40m boats
• State of the art electricity and water Service
• Black and Grey water disposal
• Pedestals with payment through RFID card
• Pump out stations
• Gas station (Petrol and Diesel)
• Wi-Fi
• WC- Shower

• Parking
• Dedicated marina concierge
• Launching ramp
• 24/7 Office manning and berthing

• 24/7 Security
• Restaurant & Café
• A wide range of «on demand» services

The Services
On demand services of the marina
include:
• Yacht sales – management - charter brokerconsulting services

• Chandlery and local repair / maintenance
services
• Laundry
• Exterior deck wash
• Interior cleaning
• Hull cleaning
• Inox polishing
• Use of ramp
• Eye splice
• Towing
• Winter supervision
• Winter storage
• Sails - Outboard engines - Boat Equipment

Ideal Positioning
Marina coordinates are 39ο 55’,46’’ North, 23ο 42’,21’’ East,
makes it the ideal hub for yachts either to sail for
Sporades and southern parts of Aegean or to northern
parts of Greece such as Kavala and Samothraki. You may

always discover hidden beaches and enjoy the finest
sunsets all over Halkidiki. Here are the distances:

• Thessaloniki - Miraggio Marina 66 nautical miles
• Thessaloniki - Miraggio Marina 72 nautical miles
(through Potidea Channel)
• Miraggio Marina - Skopelos 48 nautical miles
• Miraggio Marina - Skiathos 48 nautical miles

• Miraggio Marina - Alonnisos (Patitiri) 46 nautical miles
• Miraggio Marina - Kavala 89 nautical miles
• Miraggio Marina - Limnos (Mirina) 70 nautical miles
• Miraggio Marina - Skiros 76 nautical miles

The site

Coordinates
39ο 55’,46’’ North
23ο 42’,21’’ East
VHF: Ch. 11

Contact Us
Paliouri, Kanistro Halkidiki, P.O. 630 85
T: +30 23744 40 4 40
F: +30 23744 40 0 40
E: marina@miraggio.gr
W: www.miraggio.gr
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